
Foundation For Allen Schools Grant Application

Let's get to know you!

First Name Patricia

Last Name Reyna

Preferred name/name that you go by: Trish

Email Address patricia.reyna@allenisd.org

Best phone number to reach you at: 19724672196

Campus

Anderson Elementary School;Boon Elementary
School;Chandler Elementary School;Bolin Elementary

School;Boyd Elementary School;Cheatham Elementary
School;Evans Elementary School;Ford Middle

School;Green Elementary School;Kerr Elementary
School;Lindsey Elementary School;Marion Elementary
School;Norton Elementary School;Olson Elementary
School;Reed Elementary School;Preston Elementary

School;Rountree Elementary School;Story Elementary
School;Curtis Middle School;Vaughan Elementary
School;Ereckson Middle School;Lowery Freshman

Center;Allen High School

Grade(s) Pre-K;Kindergarten;1;2;3;4;5;6;7;8;9;10;11;12

I have co-applicants: Yes

Please provide your work-related Facebook contact
information. Not Answered

Please provide your work-related Twitter contact
information. Not Answered

Additional Co-Applicants Set Number 1

First Name Sherri

Last Name Idbeis

Email sherri.idbeis@allenisd.org

Campus

Boon Elementary School;Cheatham Elementary
School;Evans Elementary School;Green Elementary
School;Kerr Elementary School;Lindsey Elementary
School;Preston Elementary School;Ereckson Middle

School;Lowery Freshman Center

Grade: Pre-K;Kindergarten;1;2;3;4;5;6;7;9;8

Additional Co-Applicants Set Number 2

First Name Karen

Last Name McCrary

Email karen.mccrary@allenisd.org
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Campus

Anderson Elementary School;Marion Elementary
School;Norton Elementary School;Story Elementary

School;Vaughan Elementary School;Allen High
School;Lowery Freshman Center

Grade: Pre-K;Kindergarten;1;2;3;4;5;6;7;8;9;10;11;12

Additional Co-Applicants Set Number 3

First Name Colleen

Last Name Dunphy

Email colleen.dunphy@allenisd.org

Campus

Anderson Elementary School;Bolin Elementary
School;Boon Elementary School;Boyd Elementary

School;Chandler Elementary School;Cheatham
Elementary School;Evans Elementary School;Ford

Middle School;Green Elementary School;Kerr
Elementary School;Lindsey Elementary School;Marion
Elementary School;Norton Elementary School;Olson
Elementary School;Preston Elementary School;Reed

Elementary School;Rountree Elementary School;Story
Elementary School;Vaughan Elementary School;Curtis

Middle School;Lowery Freshman Center;Ereckson
Middle School;Allen High School;Dillard Achievement

Center

Grade: Pre-K;Kindergarten;1;2;3;4;5;6;7;8;9;10;11;12

Project Information

Name of Grant I Can See Clearly Now!

Please select the MAIN curriculum area your grant
addresses. Special Education

Does your grant have a technology component? Yes

Does your grant have a need or requirement that will
change, alter, or require any maintenance to Allen ISD

Properties?
No

Will other campuses be involved/impacted? Yes

Will other grades be involved/impacted? Yes

How many students will be involved in this grant? 45

Are there any additional funds available for this grant? No

Project Information Continued
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What is the problem, need or opportunity that this grant
will address? Describe the impact of this project on your

students.

Allen ISD employs a team of three Teachers of Students
with Visual Impairments (TSVI) and one Certified

Orientation and Mobility Specialist (COMS) to serve
students in the district with blindness and low vision. The

students we serve range from academic students that
have blindness to the multiply impaired in all schools, in
all grades within the district. As you can imagine, we are
itinerant teachers on the move! In 2019 the Foundation
generously provided our team a large 13 inch screen

iPad pro and cover. This iPad is used by the teachers to
engage with students who cannot access materials with
a standard iPad efficiently during a direct vision visit. The

iPad Pro assists in vision evaluations with apps that
assess low vision and it also allows the teacher to

quickly access programs without having to boot up a
computer. The technology upgrades teachers have
received this year are wonderful, but they are not

accessible for students. The impact the iPad pro has is
daily. Everyday someone on the team is using the iPad

with a student. A low vision student may access a
standard iPad at 1-5 inches, whereas the same student
can access an iPad Pro from a distance of 6-8 inches,

which is a more usable vision distance. Imagine trying to
read a novel in dictionary print. It would be possible, but

very fatiguing and nearly impossible to sustain. There are
also countless apps that are appropriate for all levels that
are not allowed to be downloaded on classroom iPads.
The current issue is that we have 4 team members and

two iPads. It is nearly impossible for us to share because
we office in different schools; Evans, Dillard and Olson.
We each have an assigned set of schools so we rarely
overlap on a campus. Having one more iPad in our fleet
would be an amazing asset to us as teachers and to the

students we serve.

How will the project or program be implemented?
Describe activities and tasks. Who is the target
population and in what ways will they benefit?

The majority of our students are considered to be low
vision. They have corrected vision of 20/200 or less,
which is considered legally blind. The list of vision

accommodations on their IEP's is extensive and low
vision students need training on tricks and shortcuts just

to keep up. Our direct instruction visits give them the
tools to achieve success with accessing technology or

even learning how to fill out a form on an iPad. The most
mundane tasks we undertake daily have to be thought
through and taught differently with low vision students.

Our COMS would also like to have access to an iPad for
lessons in the community. Trying to teach Google map

skills on an iPhone for a low vision student is very
difficult. First teaching on a larger visually accessible
iPad before transferring the skills to an iPhone is a

strategy often used in the field. In addition to our low
vision students, we also serve students who attend
school in the Active Learning Classrooms. These

students with multiple disabilities typically have lack of
fine motor control and more often than not, a regular

sized iPad isn't enough surface for them to visually target
and then be able to swipe to interact with a program. The

joy on their faces when they are able to accomplish a
tasks on the larger iPad is amazing and we are so lucky

we get to be a part of that learning. As stated before,
because the iPad is assigned to the teacher, we are able
to download vision training apps that are not accessible
to students. For us to have three iPad Pros between the
four of us would be an amazing gift and time saver! Not
having to arrange exchange time to pass the iPad Pro
around would help make us more efficient and better

teachers.
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Provide a brief summary for use on the Foundation's
website and social media.

Teachers of Students with Visual Impairments serve
students throughout the district and provide consult and

direct instruction for teachers and students with
blindness or visual impairments. An iPad Pro is a tool that
makes accessing learning material possible for students
that struggle with seeing on a regular iPad screen. An

iPad Pro also serves as an evaluation tool for TSVI's and
our Orientation and Mobility instructor in the district.

Which Allen ISD goals/TEKS does this project support?
Please provide 2 examples.

1. Vision teachers are responsible for teaching the
Federally Mandated Expanded Core Curriculum. Within

that curriculum, we provide services that train students in
the use of assistive technology, orientation and mobility

(travel) skills, and independent living skills. 2. Allen's ISD
Goal #2: "Technology will add value to the learning

process by enhancing individualization and deepening
learning." As vision teachers, our model is individualizing
instruction to each of our students which in turn, deepens

their learning.

What specific measurements will be used to evaluate the
effectiveness of the project?

Student engagement in the activity on the iPad, progress
in the applications used, less eye fatigue, and less time
spent coordinating exchange of iPad between teachers.

What teaching methods will be used to implement this
project?

Assistive Technology curriculum is followed for our
students under the Federally Mandated Expanded Core

Curriculum. Direct instruction, review, and
implementation is generally the order of the teaching

methods used.

What is the project timeline and the date of
implementation?

Project timeline would be when the iPad Pro is out of
date and quits working! Maybe 10+ years? It would be

used immediately in the Special Education department in
the disability field of vision impairment.

Explain how this idea or project enhances/supports Allen
ISD curriculum or existing systems.

Allen ISD has upgraded the technology available to
students. However, even a Chrome book touch screen
that is provided to all students is 7 inches diagonally,

which is for our students, like reading a paragraph on a
pill bottle. The vision department provides larger laptops

with touch screens for our students with visual
impairments, but nothing is provided for instruction for
the teachers from those funds. The apps that are used

and needed are just not available on laptops for student
and teacher use. We would so appreciate an additional
iPad Pro for our team. The impact would be immediate

and long lasting. Thank you for your consideration.

Project Budget

Total Grant Budget Requested: 1447.00

Project Budget Set Number 1

Item Type Technology

List item to be purchased under item category: iPad Pro - 256 GB

Unit Cost 1199.00

Quantity 1

Total cost of items in this category: 1199.00
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Project Budget Set Number 2

Item Type Technology

List item to be purchased under item category: iPad Pro case with keyboard

Unit Cost 200.00

Quantity 1

Total cost of items in this category: 200.00

Project Budget Set Number 3

Item Type Technology

List item to be purchased under item category: 4 Year JAMF license required by technology

Unit Cost 48.00

Quantity 1

Total cost of items in this category: 48.00

NGB

First
Name Last Name Email NGB Record Letter

Cynthia Rowbotham cynthia.rowbotham@allenisd.org RN220281

Name:
Rec222676,

Status:
Submitted

Click on the 'Edit' button
to replace this with your

letter.

NGB Custom Questions and Answers

Rec222676

I certify that this would be a good use of funds for our
school and this grant supports the district goals and/or
our campus improvement plans. **Do NOT include any

identifiers, such as: campus name, your name, teacher's
name or mascot **

Please provide comments/feedback for the applicant:

Technology Approval

Please upload your technology approval here: Technology Grant Approval 2022     

Almost done!

Not Available
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New reply for the ticket #AA00005428
 

Hi Patricia,

the iPad Pro 256 GB - Wifi is an approved device for Technology.  Please be sure to include the price of the
4 year JAMF license ($48) when submitting the grant.  I am going to close the ticekt, but If you need 
anything else, please feel free to contact me at alexis.peterson@allenisd.org

Thanks!
Alexis Peterson

Alexis Peterson

#AA00005428
Application Approval
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